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Abstract

The paper defines “cognitive games” as games in which players first privately choose

their information structures, and then play a normal- or extensive-form game under the

resulting information structures. It introduces two concepts of “expectation conformity”

(which coincide under one-sided cognition): a strong version in which fixing the other players’

information structures, a player has more incentive to select one information structure over

another if he expected to do so; a weak version in which it is the entire vector of information

structures that is the object of self-fulfilling prophecies.

The paper first shows that games of pure conflict (zero-sum games) never give rise to self-

fulfilling cognition while games of pure alignment (coordination games) always do. Second, it

considers “environments with a game setter” in which a player picks an information structure

and one of two games to be played. A characterization of the expectation conformity property

in terms of rotation points can be obtained for this class of games, which comprises many

games of interest to economists, starting with the cognition-augmented lemons model.

The paper then turns to cognition-intensive contracting and shows that a single variable,

the “relative exposure to the unexpected”, underlies a variety of concepts such as expectation

conformity, over-cognition and the desirability of mandatory disclosure laws. Finally, the

paper extends the notion of expectation conformity to (signal-jamming) cognitive games in

which players choose their rivals’ information structure.
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1 Introduction

Cognition is costly; thinking and memorizing, enlisting financial or engineering experts and

lawyers, or brainstorming with others consumes resources (in amounts that depend on the

urgency to act, the cognitive load or the context) and is strategic. This paper considers the
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implications of costly cognition in a multi-player context. It defines cognitive games as two-

stage games in which players at stage 1 privately select information structures for themselves or

other players, and then play at stage 2 an arbitrary, normal or extensive form game under the

resulting information structures. A recurrent theme is that individually optimal and anticipated

cognitions can, under some circumstances, be expected to be “strategic complements”: A higher

level of anticipated cognitive activity raises a suspicion and incentivizes the player to indeed

engage in more cognition.

Section 2 introduces expectation-conformity. (Unilateral) expectation conformity (EC) holds

if there exist a player i ∈ I, two information structures Fi and F̂i for player i, and an information

structure F−i = X
j 6=i

Fj for the other players such that player i has more incentive to acquire

information F̂i than to acquire Fi when all other players have information F−i and expect

F̂i than when they all expect Fi. For example, when information structures are ordered, the

player has more incentive to acquire a fine information structure if he is expected to have a fine

information structure. A “cognitive trap” is then a situation in which the player is hurt by, but

cannot refrain from acquiring more costly information.

Multilateral expectation conformity (MEC) holds if there exist information structures F =

{Fi}i∈I and F̂ = {F̂i}i∈I such that each player i ∈ I has more incentive to acquire information

F̂i rather than Fi when all players expect information structure F̂ rather than F. Collective

cognitive traps then refer to all players acquiring more information in one equilibrium, but

preferring another, less information intensive equilibrium. A sufficient condition for (MEC)

when information structures are ordered is that, in the reduced-form game in which payoffs are

written as a function of information structures, the information-acquisition strategies be either

strategic complements or strategic substitutes.

These expectation-conformity conditions, which straightforwardly lead to a multiplicity of

equilibrium information structures for appropriate information acquisition costs and to equi-

librium uniqueness if (MEC) is never satisfied, are shown to be violated (satisfied) when the

stage-2 game is zero-sum (a coordination game). The rest of the paper is then devoted to study-

ing prominent classes of games in which the stage-2 game is neither one of pure conflict nor one

of perfectly aligned preferences.

Section 3 studies the class of models with a game setter, in which one of the players acquires

information and then picks one of two games; for example, he may decide whether to play a

game with player 2 or to opt out. This class of games includes the lemons model of Akerlof

(augmented with one-sided information acquisition of soft or hard information) and a number

of other games of interest in economics. Section 3 derives a sufficient condition for such games

to satisfy expectation conformity.

Section 4 considers cognition-intensive contracting: parties to a contract expend resources to

try to understand the likely implications of contracting. Unobserved cognition creates an adverse

selection problem, as each party is concerned that the other party might enter the agreement

with a better mastery of its implications. To study this, Section 4 develops a canonical model

of pre-contractual cognition and obtains results for this model, which is shown to admit Gabaix

and Laibson (2006)’s model of shrouded attributes and Tirole (2009)’s model of incomplete
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contracting as special cases. It unveils the key role played by a single parameter, the relative

exposure to an incomplete understanding of the environment (or equivalently, to contract in-

completeness). This parameter determines the incentive to engage in under/over cognition, the

incentive to disclose and the impact of good-faith-bargaining regulations, and, most to the point,

the presence of expectation conformity. The analysis uncovers a number of new results.

Section 5 considers “signal-jamming cognition games”, in which players choose their rival’s

information structure rather than their own. Its main purpose is to adapt the definition of

expectation conformity to this context. It also provides examples satisfying expectation con-

formity in various economic environments. Finally, Section 6 concludes with alleys for future

research.

Relationship to the literature: Several literatures, including those on search (starting with Stigler

1961), on rational inattention (e.g., Maćkowiak and Wiederholt 2009, Matejka and McKay 2012,

Sims 2003), or on security design with information acquisition (e.g., Dang et al 2011, Farhi and

Tirole 2013, Yang 2012) have used costly-cognition models. Our particular interest here is on

strategic interactions with information acquisition. This also has been the focus of the literatures

on information acquisition and aggregation in competitive markets building on Morris and Shin

(2002)’s beauty-contest model (e.g., Colombo et al 2014, Hellwig and Veldkamp 2009, Llosa and

Venkateswaran 2012, Myatt and Wallace 2012, Pavan 2014),1 on information acquisition prior

to an auction (e.g., Persico 2000), or on contracting (e.g. Gabaix and Laibson 2006, Dang 2008,

Tirole 2009, Bolton and Faure-Grimaud 2010).

Disclosure games, in which a sender holds hard (verifiable) information and decides whether

to reveal it to a receiver who then takes an action affecting both, have received particular atten-

tion.2 The corresponding literature has investigated factors that prevent unraveling (uncertainty

as to whether the sender has received information or costly disclosure) or lead to the disclosure

of bad news (various forms of reputation, see Bourjade and Jullien 2011, Dziuda 2011, Grubb

1Hellwig and Veldkamp (2009) assume that players pay to receive signals of varying precisions and show that
public signals, unlike private ones, create scope for equilibrium multiplicity; a signal serves both to better adjust
one’s action to the state of nature, and also, if it is public, to coordinate with the other players’ actions. Myatt and
Wallace (2012) demonstrate that for different information acquisition technologies, equilibrium uniqueness need
not rely on private signals. In their model, players exert effort to achieve a better understanding of existing public
signals (select “receiver noise”); this may naturally give rise to decreasing returns in the understanding effort.
They derive a unique linear equilibrium, with interesting comparative statics. Amir and Lazzati (2010) consider
general games with strategic complementarities and, for given information structures, select the equilibrium with
the maximal actions. They emphasize increasing returns in information acquisition and derive existence of pure
strategy Bayesian equilibria.

2See Milgrom (2008) for a recent survey. Okuno-Fujiwara et al (1990) assumes that cognition is exogenous
and contains a general analysis of when voluntary disclosure leads to full disclosure. Shavell (1994), who in
turn credits an unpublished 1983 paper by Farrell and Sobel, provides the basic analysis of costly information
acquisition prior to disclosure. He however does not emphasize strategic complementarities between anticipated
and optimal cognition. Rather, he provides a careful analysis of an informal idea of Kronman, according to which
mandated information disclosure is likely to reduce incentives for information acquisition; he further shows that
the impact of required disclosure is rather asymmetric: it discourages buyers but not sellers from acquiring socially
valuable information. Kartik et al (2014) consider a multi-sender model of disclosure of hard information; among
other results, they show that disclosure strategies are strategic substitutes under a disclosure cost and strategic
complements under a concealment cost. Another recent contribution to the literature is Hoffmann et al (2014) in
which the sender secretly collects information about receiver preferences and selectively discloses, perhaps subject
to absorption capacity constraints limiting the number of dimensions over which information can be disclosed
(which is another impediment to unraveling).
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2011 and Ispano 2012). Most papers on disclosure games take the information structure as

given; exceptions include Matthews and Postlewaite (1985), Shavell (1994) and Dang (2008).

In parallel, the information transmission literature pioneered by Crawford and Sobel (1982)

posits that the sender holds soft (unverifiable) information and transmits a message to the

receiver, who then takes an action affecting both.3 Reviewing this equally rich literature lies

outside the scope of this brief overview. Most papers again take the information structure as

given.4

2 Cognitive games

2.1 Model and expectation-conformity

There are two players, i, j ∈ {1, 2}. The generalization to n players poses no difficulty.5 In

the “stage-2 game”, the players play an arbitrary, normal or extensive form game. Player i has

action space Ai and receives gross payoff ui(σi, σj , ω) in state of nature ω ∈ Ω, where (σi, σj)

are mixed strategy profiles. The players have a common prior distribution Q on the state space

Ω.6 Gross expected payoffs are

Ui(σi, σj) ≡ Eω

[
ui(σi, σj, ω)

]
.

Prior to playing the stage-2 game, the players privately choose at stage 1 their information

structure. Let Ψi denote the set of available information structures Fi for player i, where

i ∈ {1, 2}, and Ci

(
Fi

)
player i’s cost of acquiring information Fi,. Player i’s stage-2 strategy

must be measurable with respect to the information structure Fi chosen by player i at stage

1.7 The expected net payoffs are equal to the gross expected stage-2 payoffs minus the stage-

1 information acquisition costs. In a number of applications only one of the players acquires

information; this amounts to the other player’s having infinite cost except for some partition;

we will call this case “one-sided cognition”.

A special case that is prominent in applications arises when the sets Ψi of information

structures are totally ordered. Player i’s choice of information structure is then represented by a

filtration {Fi,ρ} , where ρ ∈ R and Fi,ρ is an increasing sequence of sigma-algebras: for ρ1 < ρ2,

Fi,ρ2 is finer than Fi,ρ1

(
Fi,ρ1 ⊂ Fi,ρ2

)
. We will then assume that Ci is monotonically increasing:

3Much of the attention has focused on the polar cases of hard and soft information. In general how hard (per
se informative) communicated information is depends on the – endogenous – communication efforts exerted by
the sender and the receiver (Dewatripont and Tirole 2005).

4A recent exception is Pei (2013), who allows the sender to choose his information structure from a “rich set”
(if a partition belongs to the sender’s choice set, then any coarser partition also does belong to this set), shows
that in contrast with Crawford and Sobel, all equilibria are such that the sender communicates all he knows to the
receiver, and characterizes the equilibrium outcomes. Gentzkow and Kamenica (2012) obtain a related result in
a game with hard information. They show that if information acquisition is costly and observable by the decision
maker (who observes the information structure, but not the realized signal), then disclosure requirements have
no effect on the set of pure-strategy equilibria.

5See the comment following Proposition 1, though.
6Che and Kartik (2009) by contrast look at incentives to acquire information in an environment with hetero-

geneous priors.
7Messages and disclosure decisions, if any, are part of the stage-2 strategies in this formulation.
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a finer partition is more costly.8

Consider a common knowledge information structure for the two players F =
(
F1,F2

)
. We

let σ∗(F) =
(
σ∗
1(F), σ

∗
2(F)

)
denote the stage-2 equilibrium strategy profile for F; that is, we

assume that either the stage-2 equilibrium is unique given the commonly known information

structure or some equilibrium selection has been performed.9 From now on and unless otherwise

stated, “equilibria” will therefore refer to pure-strategy10 equilibria of the (stage-1) information

acquisition game.

Let F and F̂ denote two arbitrary information structures, and σ and σ̂ denote the stage-2

equilibrium strategy profiles for information structures F and F̂, respectively. Let

Vi

(
F
′
i;Fi ,Fj

)
= max

{σiF
′
i-measurable}

{
Ui

(
σi , σ

∗
j

(
Fi,Fj

))}

denote player i’s gross payoff from deviating to information structure F′
i when he is expected to

choose Fi and the other player has information Fj.

Definition 1 (expectation conformity). (Unilateral) expectation conformity for information

structures (Fi ,Fj) and (F̂i ,Fj) is satisfied if

Vi

(
F̂i ;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi ;Fi ,Fj

)
≤ Vi

(
F̂i ; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi ; F̂i ,Fj

) (
EC

{F,F̂i}

)

(it is strictly satisfied if this inequality holds strictly). Expectation conformity holds if EC
{F,F̂i}

holds for all F and F̂i.

For example, when only player i acquires information and information structures are totally

ordered, expectation conformity implies that player i has a higher incentive to acquire more

information if player j believes he is acquiring more information.

Definition 2 (multilateral expectation conformity). Multilateral expectation conformity

for information structures F and F̂ is satisfied if for all i

Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)
≤ Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

) (
MEC

{F,F̂}

)

Note that EC
{F,F̂i}

is a stronger condition than MEC
{F,F̂}

in that it takes player j’s infor-

mation structure as fixed; that is, if EC
{F,F̂i}

is satisfied, so is MEC
{F,F̂}

where F̂ ≡
(
F̂i , F̂j

)

and F̂j ≡ Fj . This reflects the fact that multilateral expectation conformity captures strategic

8This need not be the case for all applications; consider memory management: increasing the probability of
forgetting some information that one has received (repression) is likely to be costly. By contrast, the case in which
a player receives two pieces of information simultaneously when searching and would have to pay an extra cost to
receive only one (unbundling) is not problematic in our interpersonal covert-information-acquisition context: the
unbundled information structure is simply irrelevant and can be assumed not to belong to Ψi (this would not be
the case with overt information acquisition since we know that a player may suffer when other players know that
he has more information).

9Existence of a stage-2 equilibrium follows standard assumptions.
10If stage 2 corresponds to an extensive form game and player i’s cognition is in mixed strategy, then player i’s

early actions in stage 2 might reveal something about his actual choice of cognition.
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interactions in the choice of information structures, while expectation conformity captures only

the impact of expectations; more on this below.

2.2 Expectation conformity, increasing differences and equilibrium

multiplicity

The expectation-conformity condition should not be mistaken for the standard “increasing dif-

ferences (ID)” condition that plays a fundamental role in monotone comparative statics. The es-

sential difference between the two concepts is that player i’s payoff in EC
{F,F̂i}

and in MEC
{F,F̂}

depends not only on his information, but also on player j’s anticipation of his information. More

formally, the increasing differences condition, applied to ordered information structures, takes

the following form: If F̂k is finer than Fk for all k, then

Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)
≤ Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi , F̂j

)
. (ID)

That is, expectation conformity reflects the fact that the players do not observe each other’s

choice of information structure while the increasing differences condition posits that information

structures are common knowledge at stage 2 on and off the equilibrium path. Put differently,

expectation conformity and increasing differences capture strategic complementarities in infor-

mation acquisition, under covert acquisition for the former and overt acquisition for the latter.

Let us investigate the difference between unilateral and multilateral expectation conformity

and their relationship with increasing differences a bit further. Let us decompose the difference

between the RHS and the LHS of MEC
{F,F̂}

,

ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≡
[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

)]

−
[
Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)]

into three terms:

ΓEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≡
[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i ,Fj

)]

−
[
Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)]

ΓID
i

(
F, F̂

)
≡
[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi , F̂j

)]

−
[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)]

and

ΓP
i

(
F, F̂

)
≡
[
Vi

(
Fi; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)]

−
[
Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi , F̂j

)]
,
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and so

ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
= ΓEC

i

(
F, F̂

)
+ ΓID

i

(
F, F̂

)
+ ΓP

i

(
F, F̂

)
.

The term ΓEC
i takes player j’s information structure Fj as given and measures the increase

in i’s incentive to acquire information F̂i rather than Fi when player j anticipates this change

in i’s information acquisition strategy. The difference ΓP
i measures a pure perception effect:

fixing player i’s actual cognition Fi, it represents how i’s gain (or loss) of being perceived as

acquiring information F̂i rather that Fi is affected by player j’s actual cognition (Fj vs. F̂j).

To compare multilateral and unilateral expectation conformity, one can aggregate ΓID
i and ΓP

i

into a “strategic interaction” term

ΓSI
i

(
F, F̂

)
≡

[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

)]
−

[
Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i ,Fj

)]
.

That is, keeping j’s expectation about i’s information constant, ΓSI
i

(
F, F̂

)
depicts the increase

in i’s incentive to acquire F̂i rather than Fi when j’s information changes from Fj to F̂j. There

is positive strategic interaction for information structures (F, F̂) if ΓSI
i

(
F, F̂

)
≥ 0.

Note that for the prominent class of one-sided cognitive games (only player i, say, acquires

information, i.e., Ψj is a singleton), ΓID
i = ΓP

i = 0 and so

ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
= ΓEC

i

(
F, F̂

)
.

We next provide an example in which, in contrast, multilateral expectation conformity is

driven solely by increasing differences. Consider a matching model (reminiscent of Lester et al’s

2012 model of asset liquidity based on recognizability) in which players may invest in recognizing

what’s in it for them in a given partnership; that is, each potential match is characterized by

a surplus for player i, say 1 if the partner is adequate and a highly negative number otherwise,

and so a match occurs only if both can ascertain it is a good one for them. An information

structure for player i here is the probability ρi ∈ [0, 1] that player i gets informed (at some

effort cost Ci(ρi)) about what he will derive from the match: F ≡ (ρi , ρj) and F̂ ≡ (ρ̂i , ρ̂j).

At stage 2, players 1 and 2 each have a veto right on the two players’ matching. Each player’s

stage-2 behavior is independent of his expectation about the other player’s information: A

player who knows he receives 1 from the match accepts to match; one who either is uninformed

or knows he receives a negative surplus does not accept the match. In this matching game,

ΓEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
=

[
ρ̂iρj − ρiρj

]
−

[
ρ̂iρj − ρiρj

]
= 0, and so expectation conformity is not strictly

satisfied. Similarly, ΓP
i

(
F, F̂

)
= 0, and so

ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
= ΓID

i

(
F, F̂

)
.

By contrast, ΓID
i

(
F, F̂

)
=

(
ρ̂i−ρi

)(
ρ̂j−ρj

)
, capturing the standard strategic complementarities

that are conducive to equilibrium multiplicity.

An alternative way of rewriting the MEC condition goes as follows. Suppose that player j’s

best response to Fi is (for expositional simplicity) unique and denoted Fj = Rj(Fi). Player i’s
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payoff depends only on his actual information structure F
′
i and player j’s information structure

Fj = Rj(Fi) when player j anticipates information structure Fi. Let

Ti

(
F
′
i, Rj(Fi)

)
≡ Vi

(
F
′
i;Fi, Rj(Fi)

)

denote player i’s gross payoff when endowed with information F
′
i and expected by played j to

be endowed with Fi.

An equilibrium of the cognitive game must satisfy (again assuming a unique best response):

Fi = arg max
{F′

i∈Ψi}
Ti

(
F
′
i, Rj(Fi)

)
for all i.

The multilateral expectation conformity condition then becomes

Ti

(
F̂i, Rj(Fi)

)
− Ti (Fi, Rj(Fi)) ≤ Ti

(
F̂i, Rj(F̂i)

)
− Ti

(
Fi, Rj(F̂i)

)
for all i.

We will make use of this alternative way of writing (MEC) in the next subsection.

2.3 A differentiable version

In many applications, information structures are identified by a parameter ρi ∈ R, with a higher

ρi indicating a finer information structure in the sense of Blackwell. Player i’s stage-2 payoff, as

a function of the anticipated cognition (ρi , ρj) and an actual cognition ρ′i by player i, can then

be denoted, abusing notation slightly, by Vi

(
ρ′i; ρi , ρj

)
.

Assuming differentiability, one can state (strict) local versions of the definitions above (num-

bered indices denoting partial derivatives):

EC holds if Vi12 > 0,

Positive strategic interaction holds if Vi13 > 0,

MEC holds if Vi12 + Vi13 > 0.

In the matching game just described, player j’s stage-2 behavior is independent of his beliefs

about i’s information structure and so Vi12 = 0; by contrast Vi13 > 0.

Using reaction functions, we now obtain a result that sheds much light on the frequent

occurrence of expectation conformity. Abusing again notation, let Ti(ρ
′
i, Rj(ρi)) denote player

i’s gross payoff when endowed with information ρ′i and expected by player j to be endowed with

information ρi. We assume that Ti is strictly concave in ρ′i.
11

Assumption 1 (monotone best responses). Let information structures be ordered and in-

dexed by a parameter ρi ∈ R, with a higher ρi corresponding to a finer information structure

in the sense of Blackwell. Suppose that for all (i, j), player j’s best response to a choice ρi by

player i, ρj = Rj(ρi), is strictly monotonic and differentiable:

11I am grateful to Navin Kartik for posing a perspicacious question that led to the following proposition.
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Either R′
j(ρi) > 0 for all (i, ρi) or R′

j(ρi) < 0 for all (i, ρi).

That is, the information structures are either strategic complements or strategic substitutes.

Proposition 1 (monotone best responses imply MEC). Suppose Assumption 1 holds.

Then (the strict version of) MEC{ρ,ρ̂} obtains for all {ρ, ρ̂}.

Proof : MEC{ρ,ρ̂} strictly obtains if for all i,

Ti (ρ̂i, Rj(ρi))− Ti (ρi, Rj(ρi)) < Ti (ρ̂i, Rj(ρ̂i))− Ti (ρi, Rj(ρ̂i)) ,

or ∫ ρ̂i

ρi

∫ Rj(ρ̂i)

Rj(ρi)

∂2Ti(x, y)

∂x∂y
dx dy > 0,

which is satisfied since

R′
j(ρi) =


−

∂2Tj

∂ρi∂ρj

∂2Tj

∂ρ2i


 (ρi, Rj(ρi)) .

�

A couple of comments on this proposition are in order. First, writing gross payoffs as

reduced-form functions of information structures and reactions thereto makes transparent the

relationship between models of covert information acquisition and the familiar application of

supermodularity conditions in industrial organization and other fields. In the examples below,

obtaining the reduced form will be trivial; for many games of interest for economics, though,

reduced-forms are not immediately available and part of this paper’s contribution will consist

in looking at whether strategic complementarity/substitutatiblity obtains in some important

environments. Second, and related to this first observation, we have assumed a parametrized

information structure and differentiability; more generally one could endow Ψi with a lattice

structure and make supermodularity assumptions. Most applications, though, use the simple

form posited in Assumption 1. Third, this particular result extends to more than two players only

in the case of strategic complements, an observation that is familiar from standard comparative

statics.12

The intuition for Proposition 1 goes as follows: Suppose that player i is expected by player

j to acquire more information. Player j then acquires more (less) information under strategic

complementarity (substitutability). Player i’s then optimally acquires more information, to

complement j’s increased knowledge in the case of strategic complements and to supplement j’s

shortage of knowledge in case of strategic substitutes.

The following straightforward examples satisfy Assumption 1:

Advisor/adviser game. A PhD student has written a proof for a theorem. This proof contains a

flaw with probability x. If undetected, the flaw will create reputation damages di > 0 for both

12Eg. Bulow et al (1985) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1984).
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the student and the advisor. Let ρi denote player i’s probability of finding the flaw if there

is one, and Ci(ρi), an increasing function, the cost of the corresponding effort. Then player

i’s payoff is −x(1 − ρi)(1 − ρj)di − Ci(ρi). We are in the case of strategic substitutes with

∂2Ti/∂ρi∂ρj = −xdi.

Team work. Two coworkers work on distinct components of a project. Both components must

be successful in order for the overall project to succeed. Let ρi denote the probability that player

i’s information leads him to find out the solution to his problem. Then payoffs are proportional

to ρiρj, a trivial case of strategic complementarity.

2.4 Equilibrium multiplicity/uniqueness

Revealed preference implies that a necessary condition for
(
F, F̂

)
to form two equilibria is that

ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≥ 0 for all i. The following proposition says that the condition is also sufficient for

both F and F̂ to be equilibria for appropriately chosen cost functions:

Proposition 2 (multiplicity and uniqueness).

(i) If MEC
{F,F̂}

is satisfied for two distinct information structures F and F̂, then there exist

cost functions
{
Ci(·)

}
i=1,2

such that F and F̂ are both equilibrium information structures of the

stage-1 game. If furthermore Ψi is totally ordered and F̂ is finer than F, the cost functions can

be chosen to be monotonic.

(ii) If MEC
{F,F̂}

is satisfied for no two distinct information structures
(
F, F̂

)
, then there cannot

exist multiple equilibria.

Proof : (i) Assume that EC
{F,F̂}

is satisfied. For F and F̂ to be both equilibrium information

structures, it is necessary that for all i

Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)
≤ Ci

(
F̂i

)
− Ci

(
Fi

)
≤ Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

)
. (1)

In the absence of further requirement, pick cost functions satisfying (1) as well as Ci(F̃i) =

+∞ if F̃i /∈ {Fi, F̂i}.

When Ψi is totally ordered and Fi ⊆ F̂i for all i, and noting that Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
−Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)
≥

0, pick a cost function satisfying (1) as well as:

Ci

(
F̃i

)
=




Ci

(
Fi

)
for F̃i ⊆ Fi

Ci

(
F̂i

)
for Fj ⊂ F̃i ⊆ F̂i

+∞ for F̂i ⊂ F̃i.

(ii) Conversely, if F and F̂ were two distinct equilibria, condition (1) would be satisfied, and so

MEC
{F,F̂}

would hold, a contradiction. �
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Because MEC
{F,F̂}

holds if F̂j = Fj and EC
{F,F̂i}

holds, Proposition 2(i) also holds if one

replaces MEC
{F,F̂}

by EC
{F,F̂i}

.

Definition 3 (collective cognitive trap). Players are exposed to a collective cognitive trap if

there exist two information structures F and F̂ such that

(i) F̂i is finer than Fi for all i,

(ii) F and F̂ are both equilibria,

(iii) Vi

(
Fi ; Fi ,Fj

)
− Ci

(
Fi

)
> Vi

(
F̂i ; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Ci

(
F̂i

)
for all i.

If the conditions in Definition 3 are fulfilled, cost functions are such that players conform

to expectations, choosing either F̂i or Fi when expected to (condition (ii)), and prefer the low-

cognition outcome to the high-cognition one (condition (iii)).

Definition 4 (individual cognitive trap). Player i is exposed to an individual cognitive trap

if there exists
(
Fi , F̂i ,Fj

)
such that

(i) F̂i is finer than Fi ,

(ii)
(
Fi ,Fj

)
and

(
F̂i ,Fj

)
are both equilibria,

(iii) Vi

(
Fi ; Fi ,Fj

)
− Ci

(
Fi

)
> Vi

(
F̂i ; F̂i ,Fj

)
− Ci

(
F̂i

)
.

Individual cognitive traps will be prominent in one-sided cognitive games (Ψj is a singleton).

2.5 Pure conflict and pure alignment: Zero-sum and coordination games

(a) Zero-sum games

Before we move on to analyze classes of games that satisfy expectation conformity, it is

interesting to consider an important class that does not satisfy it. Suppose that the stage-2

game is a zero-sum game (or more generally a constant-sum game); that is, the gross payoffs

satisfy the zero-sum condition: for all (σi, σj , ω)

ui(σi, σj , ω) + uj(σj , σi, ω) = 0.

The overall game obviously is not a zero-sum game. Any information acquisition, if costly,

necessarily reduces total surplus and just amounts to pure rent-seeking.

Zero-sum games have several remarkable properties; for example, a player can only benefit

from having (and being known to have) more information (Lehrer and Rosenberg 2006). Another

interesting property is given by the following result.13

13I am grateful to Gabriel Carroll for prompting me to have a look at zero-sum games and for conjecturing that
they do not satisfy expectation conformity.
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Proposition 3 (zero-sum games). Zero-sum games satisfy for all
(
F, F̂

)

Σi Γ
MEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≤ 0.

As a consequence, if there are multiple equilibria, in none can a player have a strict preference

for his equilibrium strategy (a fortiori, there cannot exist a strict equilibrium).

Proof : The zero-sum property implies that for all strategies
(
σi , σj

)
and

(
σ̂i , σ̂j

)
,

Σi

[[
Ui

(
σ̂i , σ̂j

)]
−

[
Ui

(
σi , σ̂j

)]
−

[
Ui

(
σ̂i , σj

)
− Ui

(
σi , σj

)]]
= 0.

Now consider two information structures
(
F, F̂

)
and strategies σ =

(
σi , σj

)
F-measurable and

σ̂ =
(
σ̂i , σ̂j

)
F̂-measurable. Let Ri

(
σ̂j
)
denote player i’s best Fi-measurable response to σ̂j

and R̂i

(
σj
)
denote player i’s best F̂i-measurable response to σj. Obviously, Ui

(
Ri(σ̂j), σ̂j

)
≥

Ui

(
σi , σ̂j

)
and Ui

(
R̂i(σj), σj

)
≥ Ui

(
σ̂i , σj

)
. This implies that

Σi Γ
MEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≤ 0

for all
(
F, F̂

)
. Because equilibrium multiplicity requires ΓMEC

i

(
F, F̂

)
≥ 0 for all i, the inequality

implies indifference for both players, i.e., ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
= 0 for all i.14 Suppose, say, that in the

(F̂i , F̂j) equilibrium, player i has strictly optimal strategy F̂i. Then

Vi

(
F̂i ; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi ; F̂i , F̂j

)
> Ci

(
F̂i

)
− Ci

(
Fi

)

≥ Vi

(
F̂i ; Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi ;Fi ,Fj

)
,

and so ΓMEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
> 0, a contradiction. �

(b) Coordination games

In stark contrast with zero-sum games, which exhibit completely antinomic interests, coor-

dination games (which have been the focus of much recent interest in macroeconomics) involve

perfectly aligned interests. A typical coordination game has payoffs15

ui(ai, aj , ω) = −(ai − ω)2 − (ai − aj)
2;

that is, each player wants to match his action both with the state of nature and with the other

player’s choice. The density of ω is continuous on some interval [ωinf, ωsup], say.

As for the sets Ψi of information structures, we assume that they are totally ordered. We

take the filtration to be a sequence of finer and finer (and more and more costly) information

14To illustrate this double indifference, consider the zero-sum game in which i’s payoff is (ai − aj)ω where
ak ∈ {1,−1} for all k and ω takes value 1 and -1 with equal probabilities. Each player can learn ω at cost 1.
Regardless of j’s behavior, i is indifferent between acquiring the information or not. There are multiple equilibria
with different levels of ex-ante payoffs.

15See Angeletos and Pavan (2007) for a more general version than the quadratic coordination game. Much of
the macroeconomic literature analyzes the relative use of public and private signals about the state of nature.
This literature often assumes Gaussian distributions; we will not need this assumption for our purposes.
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structures. Furthermore, we assume that feasible information structures are the same for both

players: Ψi = Ψj.

Suppose that player i has chosen a (weakly) finer information structure than player j: Fj ⊆

Fi. An element of Fi, say, is then characterized by a mean ωi and a variance σ2
i ≡ E

[
(ω−ωi)

2
]
.

Player i knows ωj and is able to predict j’s choice, but the converse may not hold. Like in the

coordination games literature, the parties do not communicate prior to choosing their actions.

Optimal actions are then

aj =
E
(
ai(ωi)|Fj

)
+ ωj

2
and ai(ωi) =

aj + ωi

2
,

and so, using the law of iterated expectations,

aj = ωj and ai =
ωj + ωi

2
.

Furthermore

Ui = −
(ωj − ωi)

2

2
− σ2

i and Uj = −
E(ωj − ωi)

2

4
− σ2

j

Proposition 4 (coordination games). Coordination games with totally ordered information

structures satisfy multilateral expectation conformity for any two distinct information struc-

tures (F1 ,F2) and (F̂1 , F̂2) such that F1 ⊆ F̂1 and F2 ⊆ F̂2. For Fj ≡ F̂j , they also satisfy

ΓEC
i

(
F, F̂

)
≥ 0, with strict inequality unless Fj ⊆ Fi ⊂ F̂i.

The proof of Proposition 4 can be found in the Appendix. The one case in which expectation

conformity is only weakly satisfied is when player i is always better informed than player j(
Fj ⊆ Fi ⊂ F̂i

)
. Then player j does not adjust his strategy to the information held by player i

and so the value of information for player i is independent of player j’s expectation. The welfare

comparison among equilibria of coordination games is in general ambiguous. On the one hand,

a player may not increase his cognitive intensity by fear that the other would not, while more

cognition would be beneficial for both. On the other hand, the two players may be trapped by

the same coordination motive into a wastefully high-cognition state.16

3 Environments with a game setter

Consider now the following class of games. The stage-2 game has two sub-stages. One player,

say player i, first selects between two games to play with player 2; for example, in our first three

illustrations, he chooses between “out” (“null game”, “exercise an outside option”) and “in”

(“play with player j”). Accordingly, we will label the two games the “in” and “out” games.

After choosing the “in” game, player i then choosing an action ai and player j an action

aj ∈ R (in our examples below, only player j has an action17). Cognition is one-sided; prior to

16Suppose, e.g., that ω = −a with probability 1/2 and +a with probability 1/2. The no-cognition equilibrium
exists if −a2 ≥ −(a2/2) − c; the high-cognition equilibrium exists if −c ≥ −2a2. So the two equilibria co-exist
whenever (a2/2) ≤ c ≤ 2a2. The no-cognition equilibrium dominates for c > a2 and is dominated for c < a2.

17More generally, player i may pick an action. Because ai will be a best reaction to aj , the envelope theorem
implies that what matters is the impact of aj on player i’s payoff.
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choosing between “in” and “out”, player i selects at stage 1 an information structure. Player j,

when choosing aj , by contrast knows only that player i chose “in”.

The state of nature is ω ∈ (−∞,+∞), with prior mean ω0. An experiment, indexed by

ρ ∈ R, will be taken to be the choice of a distribution F (m; ρ) in a differentiable family of

distributions over the posterior mean m, satisfying

∫ +∞

−∞
mdF (m; ρ) = ω0 for all ρ. Player i’s

set of possible information structures is totally ordered: A higher ρ means a mean-preserving

spread.

Assumptions on preferences. Player i’s payoff difference between “in” and “out” depends on aj ,

and on player i’s posterior beliefs only through the posterior mean m. This difference will be

labeled δi(m,aj).

Assumption 2 (game-setter environments). Player i’s net payoff from playing “in”, δi(m,aj),

depends on i’s posterior mean m about ω and on j’s action aj . δi(m,aj) is twice differentiable,

is increasing in m and aj , and satisfies

∂δi
∂aj

≡ γ − τm

(with γ > 0 and τ ≥ 0).

More generally, what is needed for Fρ(m
∗; ρ) ≥ 0 to be sufficient for expectation conformity

(see Proposition 5) is, besides differentiability and monotonicity in m and aj , that

∂2δi
∂aj∂m

≤ 0 and
∂3δi

∂aj∂m2
≤ 0.

Assumption 2 implies that for each aj , there exists a cutoff strictly decreasing m∗(aj) such

that player i chooses “in” if and only if m ≥ m∗(aj).

As for player j, consider the stage-2 game with player j anticipating cognition ρ† by player

i (ρ† out of equilibrium can differ from actual cognition ρ). Let aj(ρ
†) denote the resulting

equilibrium choice (at this stage player i’s decision depends only on aj and m and no longer on

the stage-1 choice of ρ).

Assumption 3 (game-setter environments).

sign

(
daj
dρ†

)
= −sign

(
∂

∂ρ†

(
M+

(
m∗(aj), ρ

†
)))

where M+(m∗, ρ) ≡ E(m|m ≥ m∗, ρ) denotes the truncated mean for information structure ρ.

Examples: Assumptions 2 and 3 for instance are satisfied by the following games:

(a) Akerlof’s lemons game. Let player i be, say, the seller. The seller can sell his good in the

market (“in”) or not sell it (“out”). Player j is then a set of competitive buyers who choose a

price aj equal to the value for a buyer conditional on the good being put in the market. Suppose
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that the players’ utilities from the good are vi −m for the seller and vj −m for the buyer, with

vi < vj (gains from trade). Then, aj is the price offered by competitive buyers

aj = E
(
vj −m|vi −m ≤ aj , ρ

†
)
= vj −M+

(
vi − aj , ρ

†
)

as the cutoff m∗(aj) is equal to vi − aj ; and so δi(m,aj) = aj − (vi − m) (thus, γ = 1 and

τ = 0). The solution aj is unique if the hazard rate of the distribution of m for parameter ρ† is

monotonic,18 which we will assume, and furthermore Assumption 3 is satisfied.

(b) Interdependent herding game. Player i decides on whether to enter a market. Player j, a

rival, then decides whether to follow suit. Player j uses the information revealed by player i’s

decision, but in contrast with most herding models, payoffs are interdependent and so externali-

ties are not purely informational. Suppose for instance that i and j are rivals, with per-customer

profit πm under monopoly and πd < πm under duopoly.19 The state of nature ω here indexes

(minus) the fixed cost of entry or opportunity cost of firms i and j. Let aj denote the probability

of non-entry by firm j. Then

δi(m,aj) ≡
[
ajπ

m + (1− aj)π
d
]
− (ki −m),

where ki −m is firm i’s entry cost. So m∗(aj) = ki − aj
(
πm − πd

)
− πd, γ = πm − πd > 0 and

τ = 0; and so Assumption 2 is satisfied.

Firm j has entry cost kj − m, where, say, kj ∈ (0,+∞) with distribution G(kj). The

realization of kj is unknown to player i. Then aj(ρ
†) is the solution to

aj = 1−G
(
πd +M+

(
m∗(aj), ρ

†
))

.

Assuming a unique solution aj to this equation, Assumption 3 is satisfied.

(c) Team formation. Player i has a project. He can associate player j to the project or do

it alone. Bringing player j on board creates synergies (lowers the cost of implementation), but

forces i to share the gains, which he does not want to do if the project is a good one. Player

i’s payoff is (v − ω) − Ci if he does it alone and aj(v − ω)− ci if it is a joint project, where aj

is the value share left by (competitive) player j and ci < Ci is player i’s reduced cost of project

implementation. Let cj denote player j’s cost (with ci + cj < Ci). Player i chooses “in” if and

only if

δi(aj ,m) ≡ Ci − ci − (1− aj)(v −m) ≥ 0.

And so γ = v and τ = 1. Finally,

(1− aj)

(
v −M+

(
v −

Ci − ci
1− aj

, ρ†
))

= cj .

Provided that cj −
∂M+

∂m∗ (Ci − ci) > 0 (e.g. 2cj > Ci − ci for a uniform distribution), then

18See An (1998).
19One can also perform the analysis for complementors, with πd > πm.
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Assumption 3 is satisfied.

(d) Marriage game. Consider the following variant of Spier (1992)’s model, augmented with

cognition. Players i and j decide whether to get married. Getting married has value vi and vj if

all goes well; with probability ω distributed on [0, 1] according to distribution F (·), things will

go wrong (divorce), generating utility vk − Lk for k = i, j. The divorce can however be made

less painful (utility vk − ℓk) through a covenant spelling out the outcome in case of divorce,

where the losses satisfy 0 < ℓk < Lk for all k. Player i has a vi high enough that (s)he

wants to marry regardless, may acquire information about ω and chooses between a contract

with (“in”) and without (“out”) covenant. Player j then decides whether to accept to marry.

Assume that vj −ω0Lj ≥ 0 (so in the absence of any information, player j will accept to marry)

while vj − ℓj < 0 (player j would refuse a mariage that would end up for sure in a “smooth

divorce”). Let aj = 1 (= 0) if player j accepts (refuses) to marry when the proposed contract

includes the covenant. This game, which is the non-transferable-utility counterpart of the class

of transferable-utility games studied in Section 4, satisfies Assumptions 2 and 3:

δi = aj [vi −mℓi] + (1− aj) · 0− (vi −mLi)

and so γ = vi and τ = ℓi
20. Furthermore, aj = 1 iff vj − M+(m∗, ρ†)ℓj ≥ 0, where m∗ =

m∗(aj(ρ
†)) is given by m∗

[
Li − aj(ρ

†)ℓi
]
=

[
1− aj(ρ

†)
]
vi. And so Assumption 3 holds.21

The monotonicity of δi in m implies that player i’s relative payoff of choosing “in” rather

than “out” when his information is indexed by ρ and player j expects a choice of ρ† is

Vi(ρ, ρ
†) ≡

∫ +∞

m∗(aj(ρ†))
δi
(
m,aj(ρ

†)
)
dF (m; ρ).

Local expectation conformity holds provided that

∂2Vi

∂ρ∂ρ†
> 0.

Proposition 5 (game-setter environments). Under Assumptions 2 and 3:

(i) Local expectation conformity holds whenever for the relevant cutoff m∗ = m∗(aj(ρ
†)),

[
(γ−τm∗)Fρ(m

∗; ρ)−τ

∫ +∞

m∗

Fρ(m; ρ)dm
][[

M+(m∗, ρ)−m∗
]
Fρ(m

∗; ρ)−

∫ +∞

m∗

Fρ(m; ρ)dm
]
> 0;

in particular, it holds whenever Fρ(m
∗; ρ) ≥ 0 at m∗ = m∗(aj(ρ

†)).

(ii) When the family of distributions F is characterized by a sequence of rotations,22 a sufficient

20The absence of covenant is “good news” about m. And so, vj − ω0Lj ≥ 0 implies that the contract without
covenant is always accepted.

21Here aj ∈ {0, 1}. But like in the other examples, one can smooth player j′s behavior by introducing a random
shock to vj .

22See e.g., Johnston and Myatt (2006). “Rotation” here refers to the existence of some mρ such that Fρ > 0
for −∞ < ω < mρ and Fρ < 0 for mρ < ω < +∞ (single crossing). Note that rotation plus mean preserving
implies a mean-preserving spread but that the converse does not hold. Examples of mean-preserving spreads with
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condition for local expectation conformity is therefore that the cutoff lie to the left of the rotation

point, which holds when player i is sufficiently eager to play “in”.

Proof. Using the condition that δi
(
m∗(aj(ρ

†)), aj(ρ
†)
)
= 0,

∂2Vi

∂ρ∂ρ†
=

[∫ +∞

m∗(aj(ρ†))

∂δi
∂aj

(
m,aj(ρ

†)
)
dFρ(m; ρ)

]
daj
dρ†

.

From Assumption 3 ,

sign

(
daj
dρ†

)
= −sign

[
Fρ

[
M+(m∗, ρ†)−m∗

]
−

∫ +∞

m∗

Fρ(m; ρ†)dm

]

Because ρ indexes a mean-preserving spread,

∫ +∞

m∗

Fρ(m; ρ†)dm < 0. And thus daj/dρ
† < 0

whenever Fρ ≥ 0.

Next

∫ +∞

m∗(aj(ρ†))

∂δi
∂aj

(m,aj(ρ
†))dFρ(m; ρ)

= −
∂δi
∂aj

(
m∗(aj(ρ

†)), aj(ρ
†)
)
Fρ

(
m∗

(
aj(ρ

†)
)
; ρ
)

−

∫ +∞

m∗(aj (ρ†))

∂2δi
∂aj∂m

(
m,aj(ρ

†)
)
Fρ(m; ρ)dm

= −
(
γ − τm∗

(
aj(ρ

†)
))

Fρ

(
m∗

(
aj(ρ

†)
)
; ρ
)
+ τ

∫ +∞

m∗(aj(ρ†))
Fρ(m; ρ)dm.

The latter term is negative as ρ is an index of mean-preserving spread. The former term is

non-positive provided that Fρ ≥ 0 at m∗(aj(ρ
†)).

�

Application to the lemons game. Under hard (i.e., verifiable) information, the seller uses acquired

information to disclose to the buyer that the good for sale has a high value; under soft information

(the case considered by Akerlof), the seller acquires information to withdraw from the market

if the good is very valuable. We confine attention to soft information, but a similar result holds

for hard information.

(a) Non directed search. Assume that information collection follows the standard general or

non-directed search technology:

a rotation include: the case of a normally distributed state of nature ω together with a signal that is normally
distributed around the true state (ρ is then the precision of this signal); the class of triangular distributions on
[0, 1] with uniformly distributed underlying state (so ρ = +∞ corresponds to F (m; ρ) = m on [0, 1]).
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F (m; ρ) =





ρF (m) for m < ω0

ρF (m) + 1− ρ for m ≥ ω0.

That is, the seller learns the true state of nature with probability ρ and nothing with probability

1− ρ. It is then natural to posit an information acquisition cost CG
i (ρ). Then23

H(m∗, ρ†) ≡ Fρ(m
∗; ρ†)

[
M+(m∗, ρ†)−m∗

]
−

∫ +∞

m∗

Fρ(m,ρ†)dm





> 0 if m∗ ≤ ω0

= 0 if m∗ > ω0.

Expectation conformity thus arises when gains from trade vj − vi are large and so m∗ ≤ ω0, but

not when they are small.24

(b) Directed search. Next, suppose that search is directed. At cost CD
i

( ∫ +∞

−∞
eωi dQ(ω)

)
, a

strictly increasing and convex cost function the seller can learn ω with probability eωi ∈ {0, 1};

with probability 1− eωi , the seller receives no signal. It is easy to show that it is optimal for the

seller to adopt a cutoff strategy (this result, like the others, also holds under hard information):

eωi =



1 if ω ≤ ρ

0 if ω > ρ

for some ρ, which is a measure of player i’s cognitive effort. In this optimal class,

F (m; ρ) =




F (m) for m ≤ ρ

F (ρ) for ρ < m < M+(ρ)

1 for m ≥ M+(ρ).

In equilibrium vj − aj = M+(ρ) and m∗ = vi − aj. Necessarily ρ < m∗ (the seller acquires

information about a state of nature only if he intends to withdraw). So ρ < m∗ < M+(ρ),

implying

Fρ

(
m∗; ρ

)
> 0.

Thus the lemons game always satisfies expectation conformity under directed search.25

23To show that H = 0 on [ω0 ,+∞), note that H(+∞) = 0 and that dH/dm∗ = 0 on this domain.
24m∗ − M+(m∗, ρ†) = −(vj − vi). Because ∂M+/∂m∗ ∈ (0, 1) under a monotone hazard rate, m∗ decreases

with (vj − vi), i.e., with the gains from trade. For m∗ > ω0 , M
+(m∗, ρ†) is invariant to m∗.

25One can combine directed and non-directed search in the following way: Player i’s information collection
proceeds in two sub-stages in which search is first non-directed and then directed. First, the player performs
some preliminary, general-purpose search to try to apprehend the context; this search costs CG

i (ρGi ) and succeeds
with probability ρGi . If the first stage is unsuccessful, the search process stops. If the general-purpose search is
successful, the player can engage in directed search and pick the probability eωi ∈ [0, 1] of learning that the state
is ω; this latter search costs CD

i (ρDi ; ρGi ) where ρDi ≡
∫

+∞

−∞
eωi dQ(ω). In general, ∂CD

i /∂ρDi can be independent of

ρGi , decrease with ρGi (benefits of acquired knowledge) or increase with ρGi (fatigue, time constraints). Information
structures can easily be ranked whenever directed and non-directed search efforts are “weak complements”, i.e.,
if the cross-partial derivative of CD

i is non-positive (an increase in general search does not discourage directed
search).
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Proposition 6 (lemons game). The cognition-augmented lemons game always satisfies ex-

pectation conformity under directed search, and under non-directed search satisfies it if and only

if the gains from trade are sufficiently large.

The intuition why the lemons game satisfies expectation conformity goes as follows: Suppose

that the seller is expected to engage in a high level of cognition; then adverse selection is a serious

concern for the buyers, who are therefore willing to pay only a low price. A low price in turn

makes it particularly costly for the seller to part with a valuable item, raising his incentives to

acquire information.

A similar insight holds when it is the buyer who engages in cognition, although the treatment

is more involved: Asymmetrically informed buyers are no longer competitive; furthermore the

stage-2 equilibrium may be in mixed strategies. Suppose that there is a single buyer, who may

acquire information. If, to parallel our treatment so far, we assume that the seller makes a take-

it-or-leave-it offer, the seller may be able to extract the buyer’s stage-2 surplus (for example, with

directed search, charge the buyer’s expected value conditional on the buyer’s equilibrium cutoff).

The buyer then receives a negative overall utility once the stage-1 information acquisition cost is

accounted for, which is of course impossible. One can then study mixed strategies or else allow

for more complex price-setting processes with divided bargaining power between the buyer and

the seller. The intuition for expectation conformity is fortunately more straightforward. Suppose

that the seller anticipates more cognition; he then raises price to reflect the fact that the buyer

has ruled out more bad news. Facing a higher price, the buyer then finds it more costly to buy

lemons and thus is incentivized to find out about possible bad news.

4 Cognition-intensive contracting

4.1 Description and illustrations

This section studies an environment in which cognition changes the nature of the contract

between two parties. Its contribution is two-fold. First, it brings together and generalizes a

number of otherwise disconnected contributions within a unified framework. Second, it obtains

new results, in particular by extending the analysis to the absence of good-faith bargaining

requirement and to two-sided cognition.

In a number of applications, the sample space, with generic element ω̃ for the sake of this

section, is binary: Ω = {ω, ω̂} (with common knowledge prior probabilities q and q̂ such that

q + q̂ = 1 ). If ω̃ = ω, the players’ initial and final information is Ω, regardless of any cognitive

effort incurred (there is no snag/flaw to be discovered, say). If ω̃ = ω̂, then player i learns ω̂

with probability ρi and nothing (keeps information set Ω) with probability 1− ρi. Information

ω̂ is hard information and therefore can be disclosed to player j 6= i if player i decides so. The

cognition cost is Ci(ρi) with C ′
i > 0, C ′′

i > 0, C ′
i(0) = Ci(0) = 0, C ′

i(1) = ∞.

A prominent interpretation of this information structure goes as follows: Knowing the state

of nature allows a trade, a technological choice or a contract design to match the state. Further-

more, state ω̂ is initially off the radar of players, although they are aware that “they may not
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have thought about something”. In state ω, a known (say, “business as usual”, or “boiler plate”)

choice is fine. By contrast, state ω̂ requires an original and yet unknown response; furthermore

the very act of conceptualizing state ω̂ also reveals the nature of this unknown response. The

model is Bayesian: Players are uninformed, but rational, in that they know that they don’t

know.26

Contracts are most often “incomplete”: They fail to describe some states of nature or actions

to be undertaken in certain states of nature. Incompleteness is often motivated by the presence

of “unforeseen contingencies”. The question as to whether omitted contingencies are truly

unforeseeable or just extremely costly to foresee may not be worthy of interrogation, though.

An approach in terms of “I did not think about/I did not have this in mind when making the

decision” seems more fruitful.27

Two risk-neutral parties can jointly contract on an action in {a, â} and transfer money

between themselves. Action a (respectively â) is jointly optimal, i.e., maximizes the joint surplus,

in state ω (respectively ω̂). Initially only the sample space and action a are known to the two

players. Searching for information leads them to either learn nothing, or to learn both ω̂ and â:

Becoming aware of the state of nature ω̂ also reveals what’s to be done in that state of nature,

and conversely.28

Figure 1 represents the joint surplus of the two players. δ ≥ 0 here stands for the deadweight

loss associated with choosing action a in state ω̂.

state of nature

ω ω̂

action
a U Û − δ

â Û

Figure 1: joint surplus

We let U ω̃
i denote player i’s gross surplus if the optimal action is chosen in state of nature ω̃:

ΣiU
ω̃
i = U ω̃. Similarly, we can decompose the respective losses (or gains) of both players when

the wrong action is selected: Σiδi = δ.

The following notation will play an important role in what follows:

• wi denotes player i’s bargaining power in a negotiation; that is, player i reaps a fraction wi

of gains from trade: Σiwi = 1.

26This approach therefore uses the familiar state-space representation. As Dekel et al (1998) show in their
eponymous paper, “standard state-space models preclude unawareness”. In any state of nature in which a player
does not know some event, he knows that he does not know it.

27The cognitive approach to incomplete contracting is taken up for example in Bolton and Faure-Grimaud
(2010), Tirole (2009), Von Thadden and Zhao (2012) and Zhao (2014).

28This can easily be extended to multi-stage cognition: The first search may reveal that “something is fishy”
with design a. The player can then continue searching, and so forth.

An even richer environment would add a trust dimension as in Dziuda (2011), who shows that in the presence
of multi-dimensional adverse selection, a sender may want to engage in partial disclosure of information that she
would not normally disclose, so as to inspire trust.
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• σi denotes player i’s relative exposure to the unexpected :

σi ≡
[
Ui −

(
Ûi − δi

)]
− wi

[
U −

(
Û − δ

)]
,

and so

Σiσi = 0.

Intuitively, player i loses (or gains) gross surplus Ui−
(
Ûi−δi

)
when a is selected and the realized

state is ω̂ rather than ω; from an ex-ante viewpoint, his internalization of the anticipated total

loss (or gain) depends on this bargaining power wi.

The timing is summarized in Figure 2.

Parties learn
ω̃ = ω̂ andâ ?

Cognitive
choices
{ρi, ρj}

Discloseω̃ = ω̂
andâ to other
party (if relevant)?

Negotiate a monetary
transfer and an action

X a if it is the only
common knowledge
action

X â if ω̃ = ω̂ is common
knowledge

Figure 2: timing

Example 1: the buyer-seller game.

Consider the celebrated buyer-seller paradigm. The seller’s cost of supplying the buyer is

known and equal to c. In the paradigm’s “symmetric version”, the buyer’s gross surplus is B

if the design matches the state of nature, but only b < B if design a is chosen in state ω̂. If

design a is chosen and state ω̂ is revealed, the buyer can enjoy full surplus B only if the seller

incurs some adjustment cost α ≥ 0. Figures 3 and 4 summarize the gross payoffs of the buyer

and seller, respectively.

(a) No renegotiation (or large ex-post adjustment cost α ≥ B − b)

ω ω̂

a B, −c b, −c

â B, −c

Figure 3: Buyer-seller game
in absence of renegotiation

Then

U = Û = B − c ; δB = δ = B − b and δS = 0

and

σB = δB − wBδ = wSδ = wS(B − b).
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(b) Ex-post renegotiation (adjustment cost α < B − b)

ω ω̂

a B, −c b+wB(B − b− α),

−c+wS(B − b− α)

â B, −c

Figure 4: Buyer-seller game with renegotiation

Then

δ = α and σB = wS(B − b).

This model allows one to get at the notion of contract incompleteness in an otherwise famil-

iar environment. “Contract incompleteness” is then related to the amount of pre-contractual

cognition and is measured by the probability that the wrong design is adopted in the bad state

of nature; this is a rather natural definition, especially when some adjustment/renegotiation

occurs in that configuration.

Figures 3 and 4 describe symmetric versions of the buyer-seller game: The players’ payoffs

are state independent provided that the action matches the state of nature. More generally,

one can allow these payoffs to depend on the state of nature; a case in point is the shrouded

attributes model, to which we now turn.

Example 2: The generalized Gabaix-Laibson (2006) shrouded attributes model

Gabaix and Laibson (GL) analyze a seller’s incentive to disclose to a buyer the possibility

that the satisfactory consumption of a “basic good” requires access to an “unanticipated” add-on

also controlled by the seller. Although their model is phrased in terms of a boundedly rational

behavior, Gabaix and Laibson’s key insights can be illustrated in our framework. Furthermore,

their model can be extended to allow for pre-contracting cognition.

In the GL model, the seller sells a basic good to a buyer; this basic good’s unit production

cost is denoted c. An add-on may or may not be needed to be able to enjoy the basic good. The

prior probability that an add-on is needed is denoted q̂. If needed, the unit cost of the add-on is

ĉ; thus the add-on is bad news (it involves an extra cost). The buyer knows neither the state of

nature nor the nature of the add-on. By contrast, the seller is perfectly informed. That is, GL

assumes exogenous one-sided cognition, with ρS = 1 and ρB = 0, and focus on the disclosure

decision.

The timing is described in Figure 5. Note that we assume that in the bad state of nature

(the add-on is needed) the basic good brings no value unless combined with the add-on. The

motivation behind a random willingness to pay for the buyer is that it generates a downward

sloping demand (and hence a monopoly distortion) without introducing adverse selection on the

buyer side at the ex-ante contracting stage. The lack of ex-ante adverse selection implies that if
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ex ante

• Either “designa”: the seller
sets a pricet for the basic
good.

• Or “designâ”: the seller
discloses the need for an
add-on and its nature, and
sets two prices,t for the basic
good (to be purchased today)
and an option pricer for the
add-on.

ex post

• Buyer draws her willingness
to pay v∼ dF (v) on
[0,+∞), which is private
information.

• If an add-on is needed and
has not been disclosed, the
seller sets monopoly price
r = rm for it.

Figure 5: Timing in the shrouded-attributes model

the add-on is disclosed, then it is optimal for the seller to price it at marginal cost (r = ĉ), and

so there is then no distortion. Let S(r) =

∫ ∞

r

(v− r)dF (v) denote the buyer’s net surplus.29

GL’s model is a buyer-seller game, asymmetric as long as ĉ > 0, as then the payoffs are not

the same in both states of nature for the appropriate design:

ω ω̂

a

∫ ∞

0

vdF (v) , −c

∫ ∞

rm
(v − rm)dF (v) ,

−c + (rm − ĉ)[1− F (rm)]

â

∫ ∞

ĉ

(v − ĉ)dF (v), −c

Figure 6: Payoffs in the GL model
(these payoffs do not include the ex-ante transfer)

In the general notation:

• wS = 1 (the seller is a price setter),

• δ =
[
S(ĉ)−S(rm)

]
−(rm− ĉ)

[
1−F (rm)

]
is the deadweight loss associated with non-disclosure

and ex-post monopoly pricing (so the “wrong design” de facto corresponds to a contractual

failure in which the seller, by not disclosing, fails to commit to the cost-based add-on price),

• σB =

∫ rm

0
v dF (v) +

[
1 − F (rm)

]
rm, the buyer’s relative exposure to the unexpected, is

equal to the buyer’s loss of utility between the good state and the bad state under monopoly

pricing; this loss is decomposed into foregone consumption (v ≤ rm) and extra payment

(v > rm).

29This is an ex-post surplus, in that it does not include the purchase price for the basic good.
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4.2 One-sided cognition

Suppose, first, that only player i can search for state of nature ω̂ (“j” will then stand for the other

player) and so unilateral and multilateral expectation conformity coincide. For example, only

the seller is able to find out whether a design flaw may prevent the buyer from fully enjoying the

consumption experience. Conversely, only the buyer may invest in learning whether the design

matches her own needs. Let ρi = ρ∗ in equilibrium. Let us assume for the moment that it is

optimal for player i to disclose the need for an add-on when he learns it.30

Following a lack of disclosure, the other player, player j, forms posterior beliefs that the

state of nature is ω̃ = ω̂:

q̂′ =
q̂(1− ρ∗)

1− q̂ρ∗
≤ q̂.

We assume “passive beliefs” in the bargaining process: Player j sticks to equilibrium posterior

beliefs q̂′ and so demands a share wj of the corresponding expected surplus. Such passive beliefs

seem reasonable given that on the equilibrium path player i discloses ω̂ when he learns it.

4.2.1 Disclosure decision

In this subsection we take the cognitive effort ρ∗ and thus posterior beliefs q̂′ as exogenous, and

we investigate player i’s incentive to disclose. Suppose player i learns that ω̃ = ω̂. By disclosing

this information, he obtains wiÛ , that is share wi of the total surplus Û . By not revealing his

information, he obtains [
Ûi − δi

]
+ ti

where ti is the monetary transfer to i when agreeing on design a (ti + tj = 0). Given posterior

beliefs (q′, q̂′), this transfer is given by the equalization of each player’s expected utility with his

due share of total surplus:

q′Ui + q̂′
(
Ûi − δi

)
+ ti = wi

[
q′U + q̂′

(
Û − δ

)]
.

After some manipulations, player i discloses if and only if:

wiδ ≥ q′σj (2)

where

σj ≡
[
Uj −

(
Ûj − δj

)]
− wj

[
U −

(
Û − δ

)]
,

is player j’s relative exposure to the unexpected.

Condition (2) says that player i is willing to disclose state ω̂ whenever his share of the

deadweight loss, wiδ, exceeds the cross-subsidy embodied in the transfer, namely q′σj. This

cross-subsidy is proportional to the other party’s posterior probability of the erroneous state ω,

q′, that player j faces when not informed that the true state of nature is ω̂.

30There are two possible motivations for player i to acquire information. The first (on which we focus here) is
that it leads to communication and a different design/contract. The second is to decide whether to interact at all
with player j (this alternative motivation can be ruled out if there is enough surplus).
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If (2) is violated, then disclosure with probability 1 is not an equilibrium. If qσj ≥ wiδ,

then the (unique) equilibrium has no disclosure at all. If qσj < wiδ < q′σj, then the (unique)

equilibrium has player i randomize between disclosing and not disclosing; posterior beliefs that

the state is ω̃ = ω in the absence of disclosure are then q′′ such that q′′σj = wiδ.

Proposition 7 (incentive to disclose prior to contracting). Player i’s willingness to dis-

close is driven by two factors: his share, wi, of the resulting deadweight loss, δ, and player

j’s relative exposure to the unexpected, σj =
[
Uj −

(
Ûj − δj

)]
− wj

[
U −

(
Û − δ

)]
, times the

extent q′ ≥ q of player’s j misperception in the absence of disclosure (when disclosure occurs

with probability 1).

(i) Player i discloses if wiδ ≥ q′σj

(ii) Player i does not disclose if wiδ ≤ qσj

(iii) Player i plays a unique mixed disclosure strategy if qσj < wiδ < q′σj .

4.2.2 Applications

• Price setting.

In some applications, the informed player is a price setting seller, and so wi = 1. Formula (2)

then simplifies to:

δ ≥ q′
[
Uj − (Ûj − δj)

]
.

The right-hand side of this inequality is equal to the posterior probability of state ω times player

j’s “disappointment” or loss of utility when the state turns out to be ω̂ rather than ω.

• Symmetric buyer-seller game.

In the symmetric buyer-seller game , σB ≡ wS(B − b). So, in the absence of renegotiation (2)

boils down to: 


wB ≥ −q′wS if i = B

wS ≥ q′wS if i = S

Player i, whether he is the buyer or the seller, always discloses.

In the presence of renegotiation, the buyer always discloses, but the seller discloses only if

the deadweight loss (then equal to the adjustment cost α) is large enough: α ≥ q′(B − b).

• Gabaix-Laibson model.

The general formula implies that the seller in the GL model opts for shrouded attributes

(does not disclose the existence of the add-on when one is needed) if and only if wSδ ≤ qσB , or,

applying the specific expressions for these variables:

∫ rm

ĉ

(v− ĉ)dF (v) ≤ q
[ ∫ rm

0
vdF (v) +

[
1− F (rm)

]
rm

]
. (3)

The left-hand side of this inequality is equal to the deadweight loss associated with non-disclosure

and the concomitant monopoly pricing; this loss is entirely borne by the seller who has full
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bargaining power as a price setter. The right-hand side is the product of the posterior probability

of the good state (which is equal to the prior probability in a no-disclosure equilibrium) and

the buyer’s loss of utility between state ω and state ω̂ under monopoly pricing; this loss is

decomposed into foregone consumption (v ≤ rm) and extra payment (v > rm).

4.2.3 Choice of cognition

Next, we can analyze player i’s choice of cognition, assuming disclosure upon learning that the

state is ω̂.31 Letting

ti(ρ
∗) ≡ wiU − Ui + q̂′(ρ∗)σi

(where the posterior belief q̂′ is decreasing in ρ∗), player i’s utility is:

Ui(ρ
∗) ≡ max

{ρi}

{
q̂
[
ρi
(
wiÛ

)
+ (1− ρi)

(
Ui − δi + ti(ρ

∗)
)]

+ q
[
Ui + ti(ρ

∗)
]
− Ci(ρi)

} (4)

yielding in equilibrium ρi = ρ∗, where

C ′
i(ρ

∗) = q̂
[
wiÛ −

(
Ûi − δi + ti

)]

or

C ′
i(ρ

∗) = q̂
[
wiδ − q′(ρ∗)σj

]
, (5)

whenever the right-hand side is positive. Unsurprisingly, this right-hand side is positive if and

only if (2) is satisfied: The stake in acquiring information is positive if and only if disclosure

brings a benefit to player i. Note, furthermore, that ρ∗ is unique if σj ≥ 0.

Cognitive traps. How fine the information structure is here is captured by the search effort ρi.

Thus consider two levels ρ̂i > ρi. Simple computations show that

ΓEC
(
ρi , ρ̂i

)
= qq̂

(
ρ̂i − ρi

)[ 1

1− q̂ρ̂i
−

1

1− q̂ρi

]
σi

Thus expectation conformity is satisfied provided that σi ≥ 0. The higher the anticipated

cognition effort, the higher the probability of the bad state in the absence of disclosure and

so the less favorable the agreement to player i whenever the latter is relatively exposed to the

unexpected. This raises player i’s stake in information acquisition.

Proposition 8 (necessary and sufficient condition for expectation conformity).

Consider one-sided cognition in the incomplete contract game.

(i) Cognition level: Player i acquires information and discloses for sure if and only if (2) is

satisfied for equilibrium cognition effort ρ∗.

(ii) Expectation conformity. Player j’s anticipation of a higher cognitive effort by player i

31That is wiδ ≥ q′(ρ∗)σj . Note that the mixed-strategy region exhibited in (iii) of Proposition 7 can exist only
if information is exogenous. Player i will put zero effort in acquiring information if one of his optimal ex-post
strategies is not to disclose.
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increases the latter’s stake in cognition (raising the possibility of multiple equilibria) if and only

if player i is relatively exposed to the unexpected (σi > 0) .

(iii) Cognitive traps: In case of multiple equilibria, player i is better off in a low-cognition

equilibrium.

To prove the last point in the Proposition, note that

sgn
(dUi

dρ∗

)
= sgn

( dti
dρ∗

)
= −sgn(σi).

4.2.4 Strategic delay in disclosure and good faith in bargaining

Until now, a party acquiring information disclosed it before contracting if he disclosed it at

all; in the absence of intent of pre-contractual disclosure, he would not even try to acquire this

information. Either the parties have a reputation for not coming up with bad surprises just

after contracting (before reliance), or a mandatory-disclosure/good-faith-bargaining law can be

enforced.32 Would the analysis be altered if we allowed player i to delay disclosure until after

the contract is signed? That is, suppose that after agreeing on design a, player i can disclose

that the state of nature is ω̂ and offer to costlessly renegotiate to design â.

In other words, we here study the other polar case of strategic delay, which corresponds to

a situation in which such good-faith bargaining laws are unenforceable (it is hard to prove that

the party had the information prior to contracting) and reputation concerns are weak. This

sub-section can thus be viewed as studying the impact of a mandatory disclosure law.

Upon disclosing immediately after contracting that ω̃ = ω̂, player i receives

[(
Ui − δi

)
+ ti

]
+ wiδ.

The incentive to disclose then no longer accounts for the realized deadweight loss, as no dead-

weight loss materializes. It is optimal for player i to disclose prior to contracting if and only

if:

0 ≥ q′σj ,

or

σi ≥ 0. (6)

Thus player i discloses prior to contracting if and only if he is relatively exposed to the

unexpected. Note that (6) is just a special case of (2), for deadweight loss δ = 0. If 0 <

q′σj < wiδ, then player i discloses after contracting while he would disclose prior to contracting

if delayed disclosure were unfeasible.33

32The notion of mandatory disclosure is a complex one, and has been the object of tensions in contract law for
a long time (see Kronman’s 1978 seminal paper on the topic). For example, in Macquarie International Health
Clinic Pty Ltd v Sydney South West Area Health Service (2010, NSWCA 268), the Court held that the obligation
of “good faith” does not require parties to compromise their own commercial interests, but that parties must
cooperate, including disclosing information, in a reasonable way to achieve the contract’s objectives.

33Suppose the absence of disclosure and that parties contract on a. Then the transfer is given by

ti + qUi + q̂[Ûi − δi + ρ∗wiδ] = wi

[
(qU + q̂[Û − (1− ρ∗)δ]

]
.
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Proposition 9 (absence of good faith bargaining). Under early renegotiation (the design

can be costlessly altered after the contract is signed):

(i) Player i discloses prior to contracting if and only if he is relatively exposed to the unexpected:

σi ≥ 0. The equilibrium set is then the same as under mandatory disclosure.

(ii) If σi ≤ 0, the equilibrium cognition in the absence of mandatory disclosure is unique and

given by

C ′
i(ρ

∗) = q̂[wiδ]. (7)

It exceeds the (also unique) equilibrium level of cognition under mandatory disclosure. Both

parties are better off in the absence of a good faith bargaining requirement.

Part ii) of Proposition 9 fits well with Kronman (1978)’s and Eisenberg (2003)’s informal

argument that mandatory-disclosure laws must distinguish between the cases of casually acquired

information and information that results from deliberate search (which according to Kronman,

must benefit from a legal non-disclosure privilege, in effect a property right). When σi < 0,

i.e. when mandatory disclosure matters, mandatory disclosure reduces the incentive of party

i to acquire information. In the end, player i receives a share wi of total surplus, minus the

information cost:

wi

[
qU + q̂Û − q̂(1− ρ∗)δ

]
− Ci(ρ

∗),

which is maximized at the level given by (7). Player j’s welfare,

wj

[
qU + q̂Û − q̂(1− ρ∗)δ

]

is obviously increasing in ρ∗.

By contrast, if information were exogenous, mandatory disclosure would be irrelevant if the

contract can be renegotiated before reliance (as in this section), but would improve welfare in

the benchmark case in which a deadweight loss δ is actually incurred if no disclosure of ω̃ = ω̂

occurs before contracting.

4.3 Two-sided cognition

4.3.1 Overcognition implies one-sided cognition

The first best level of cognition ρFB under one-sided cognition is given by

C ′
i(ρ

FB) = q̂δ.

Under good faith bargaining, one-sided cognition by player i results in excessive cognition

Agent i strictly prefers not to disclose if

ti + Ûi − δi + wiδ > wiÛ ⇐⇒ σi < 0.
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(ρFB < ρ∗, the contract is “too complete”) if and only if

δ < wiδ − q′σj

or

wjδ < q′σi. (8)

Note that condition (8) is exactly the condition under which, under player i cognition, player

j would not want to acquire information, however small the cost of doing so: see equation (5).

The intuition for this result is that excess cognition by player i occurs when the private benefit

of information exceeds the social benefit. Put differently, information, at the margin, reduces

j’s welfare; and so player j has no incentive to acquire this information, however cheap.

A simple corollary is that there can be overcognition only by the player who is relatively

exposed to the unexpected (i.e., σi > 0), for example the buyer in the symmetric buyer-seller

game.34

Proposition 10 (overcognition and two-sided cognition).

Whether disclosure is mandatory or not:

(i) Under one-sided cognition, player i engages in excess cognition if and only if (8) is satisfied.

(ii) Under two-sided cognition, player j does not want to engage in cognition, even when C ′
j(0) =

0, if and only if (8) is satisfied.

4.3.2 Actual cognition by both players

Next, we look for an equilibrium in which both sides invest in cognition (and disclose, as the

two co-vary), which as we saw requires that wiδ + q′σi > 0 for all i. Assume that the search

outcomes are independent. Such an equilibrium must satisfy:

Privately optimal cognition

Under mandatory disclosure or if σi ≥ 0: either ρi = 0 if wiδ ≤ q′σj or

C ′
i(ρi) = q̂(1− ρj)(wiδ − q′σj) (9)

In the absence of mandatory disclosure and if σi < 0:

C ′
i(ρi) = q̂(1− ρj)wiδ. (10)

Bayes rule

q′ =
q

q + q̂(1− ρi)(1− ρj)
. (11)

34Condition (8) applied to the buyer takes the following form:

• in the absence of ex-post renegotiation: 1 < q′, which is impossible, so that there is never overcognition;
• under ex-post renegotiation: α < q′(B − b), which is satisfied if the adjustment cost α is small enough. The

buyer then engages in overcognition and the seller does not exert any cognitive effort at all.
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Rewrite the first-order condition (9) as:

C ′
i(ρi) = q̂

[
(1− ρj)wiδ + (−σj)

q̂
q

1− ρj
+ q̂(1− ρi)

]
.

If σj ≤ 0, player i’s reaction curve (ρi as a function of ρj) is obviously downward-sloping. But

strategic substitutability holds also if σj > 0: the derivative of the RHS with respect to ρj is

q̂
[
−wiδ + σj

(
q′
)2]

< 0, from the active cognition condition.

We will assume that the functions Ci are sufficiently convex so that the reaction curves cut

only once, defining a stable equilibrium.

Proposition 11 (actual two-sided cognition). Assume independent searches and a stable

equilibrium. Then, in the two-sided cognition region, cognitive efforts are locally strategic substi-

tutes, reflecting the public good nature of information. Suppose that player i is relatively more

exposed to the unexpected (σi > 0); then lifting the mandatory disclosure requirement increases

j’s cognition and reduces i’s cognition.

4.4 A graphical summary

Figure 7 captures some of the main insights of this section.

q̂δ

no mandatory disclosure

q̂wiδ

C ′
i(ρi)

(cognitive effort)

mandatory disclosure

−wiδ/q
0 −wjδ/q

′
(
C ′−1

i (q̂δ)
) σi (player i’s exposure

to the unexpected)

undercognition overcognition

no expectation conformity expectation conformity

Figure 7: Comparative statics
[(1) Vary σi (e.g., by changing δi), keeping wiδ constant; (2) ignore cognitive traps: C′′

i
large enough.]

5 Signal-jamming cognitive games

So far we have presumed that players choose their own information structure. In a number

of economic games, though, players choose their opponents’ information structure. Such signal
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jamming has been studied for example in industrial organization, as when a firm secretly cuts

its price so as to convince its rivals that demand is low and induce their exit. Furthermore,

cognitive traps are common in such games as well as we will shortly observe.

5.1 Defining expectation conformity in signal-jamming cognition games

In a signal-jamming cognitive game, player i chooses player j’s information structure Fj at cost

Ci(Fj). We have to be a bit careful with regards to measurability, as a deviation from Fj to

F̂j is not observed by player j. Thus, think of Fj as a conditional distribution q(sj|ω) over the

signal sj received by player j in state of nature ω. Player j then plays a stage-2 (mixed) strategy

αj(sj). The overall strategy under Fj is then an “Fj-measurable” strategy σ
Fj

j , defined by:

σ
Fj

j (ω) = Σsjq(sj|ω)αj(sj).

Let {Fi ,Fj} denote a common-knowledge choice of information structures and
{
αi , αj

}

denote the corresponding equilibrium strategies.

Let

Vi

(
F̂j ;Fi ,Fj

)
≡ max

{α′
i
(·)}

{
Σω,si,sjq(ω)q(si|ω)q̂(sj |ω)ui(α

′
i(si), αj(sj), ω)

}
.

Definition 5 (multilateral expectation conformity under signal jamming). MEC
{F,F̂}

is satisfied if for all i,

Vi

(
F̂j ;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fj ;Fi ,Fj

)
≤ Vi

(
F̂j ; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fj ; F̂i , F̂j

)
. (12)

Definition 6 (expectation conformity under signal jamming). EC
{F,F̂j}

is satisfied if

(12) is satisfied for Fi = F̂i. Expectation conformity is satisfied if for all i, F and F̂j , EC
{F,F̂j}

is satisfied.

5.2 Examples of signal-jamming games satisfying expectation conformity

One-sided35 signal-jamming environments (described rather informally below) exhibiting expec-

tation conformity include:

(a) Imperfect communication. Consider the trading game when the seller with strictly positive

probability knows the buyer’s willingness to pay. For simplicity, suppose that ω̃ ∈ {ω , ω̂}, that

ω̃ is the buyer’s utility, with ω > ω̂ and that the seller does not value the good. By exerting

more effort, the seller can increase the probability that the buyer understands the argument

and thereby learns ω̃: information is “semi-hard” in that it can be disclosed, but the amount

of disclosure depends on the seller’s communication effort.36 The seller’s effort (understood as

35That is, only one player, player i, manipulates the other player’s information structure: F̂i = Fi in condition
(12). Again, multilateral and unilateral expectation conformity coincide in such environments.

36In this simplified model, only the seller exerts effort; in general communication involves moral hazard in team
(see Dewatripont and Tirole 2005).
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the effort incurred prior to actual communication with the buyer) is unobserved by the buyer.

Clearly, the seller exerts no effort if ω̃ = ω̂. By contrast, convincing the buyer that ω̃ = ω is

profitable.

It is easy to check that cognitive traps quite similar to those for the lemons game arise

naturally: If the seller is expected by the buyer to exert substantial effort to communicate that

ω̃ = ω, the price p in the absence of persuasion is low (the state of nature is unlikely to be ω),

and then it is particularly profitable for the seller to convince the buyer that the state is ω. In

case of multiplicity, the seller is better off in a lower-effort equilibrium.

(b) Career concerns. In Holmström (1999)’s celebrated career-concerns model, an agent’s current

performance depends on talent, effort and noise. The agent does not know her talent and tries to

convince future employers that she is talented by secretly exerting more effort to boost current

performance. The signal jamming cost is here the cost of effort in the current task. When talent

and effort are complements, such signal jamming often generates information conformity and

traps (e.g., Dewatripont et al 1999). Indeed, suppose that the labor market expects a higher

effort; then employers put more weight on performance when updating their beliefs about talent,

as performance is more informative about talent. The increased performance sensitivity of future

compensation then boosts the agent’s incentive to exert effort. Again, in case of multiplicity,

the agent is better off in the low-effort equilibrium.

(c) Memory management game. Another class of signal-jamming games giving rise to expec-

tation conformity is the class of memory-management games.37 This class of games describes

situations in which a player receives information that he may try to remember or repress. The

individual may find himself in a self-trap, in which repression or cognitive discipline are possible

self-equilibria with distinct welfare implications.

6 Concluding remarks

Economic agents manage their information in multiple ways: allocation of scarce cognitive

resources, brainstorming, search and experimentation, hiring of engineering, financial or legal

experts. They also manipulate other agents’ information by jamming the latters’ signals. Such

“cognitive activities” determine information structures and are often the essence of adverse

selection; they thereby condition the functioning of contracts and markets, and more broadly of

social interactions. This motivates the study of “cognitive games”, defined as games in which a

normal- or extensive-form game is preceded by players’ selecting their or their rivals’ information

structures.

Expectation conformity arises when players have an incentive to comply with the level of

cognition they are expected to engage in. We distinguished between unilateral and multilateral

expectation conformity, where the latter may be driven, depending on the game, by unilateral

expectation conformity, positive strategic interaction, or a mixture of the two. We first obtained

37Introduced in Bénabou-Tirole (2002). See also Gottlieb (2014a,b). Dessi (2008) applies similar ideas in the
context of cultural transmission with multiple agents. Bénabou (2013) and Bénabou-Tirole (2006) show how
memory management and collective decisions interact to produce collective delusions.
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a sufficient condition for multilateral expectation conformity.

The paper then showed that games of pure conflict (zero-sum games) never give rise to self-

fulfilling cognition while games of pure alignment (coordination games) always do. Second, it

considered environments with a game setter, in which a player picks an information structure

and a game to be played. A characterization of the expectation conformity property in terms of

rotation points can be obtained for this class of games, which comprises many games of interest

to economists such as the cognition-augmented lemons model.

The paper then turned to cognition-intensive contracting and showed that a single variable,

the “relative exposure to the unexpected”, underlies a variety of concepts such as expectation

conformity, over-cognition and the desirability of mandatory disclosure laws. Finally, the paper

extended the notion of expectation conformity to (signal-jamming) cognitive games in which

players choose their rivals’ information structure.

Because of their importance for economics, cognitive games need to be better understood

and there are multiple alleys for future research. For instance, we have assumed that cognition is

unobservable; one would like to investigate how its equilibrium level is affected by the ability, if

any, to disclose to other players its intensity. Relatedly, cognition often occurs in multiple stages

as an extensive form game unfolds.38 Multi-stage cognition offers new features; players may

learn progressively about their rivals’ choice of cognitive strategies; furthermore, the possibility

of cognitive traps suggests that players in a variety of environments will want to develop a

reputation for being cognitively limited or overloaded with work.

We noted that multilateral expectation conformity results from a combination of effects:

increasing differences (the standard form of strategic complementarity in information structure

choices, when these are publicly observable), unilateral expectation conformity (a player’s in-

centive to conform to his rivals’ expectation) and the impact of the rivals’ information on a

player’s preferred perception of his information by the rivals. While some of these effects but

not others are at play in each environment, a better understanding of their relative importance

and of when they are likely to hold would bring a deeper understanding of cognitive games and

cognitive traps.

38The framework of this paper accommodates this possibility (player i’s filtration can describe a history-
dependent cognitive strategy), but we must then assume “passive beliefs”: i’s beliefs about Fj do not change
while observing j’s behavior.
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Appendix. Proof of Proposition 4

Define ωi ≡ E(ω|Fi) and σ2
i ≡ E((ω − ωi)

2|Fi).

For any F = (Fi,Fj) such that Fj ⊆ Fi, best responses of the stage-2 game are:

aj ≡ aj(F) =
E(ai(F)|Fj) + ωj

2
and ai ≡ ai(F) =

aj + ωi

2

hence

aj = ωj and ai =
ωj + ωi

2

Expected gross payoffs conditional on Fi, resp. Fj, are:

−(ωj − ωi)
2

2
− σ2

i and Uj(σi, σj ,Fj) = −
E((ωj − ωi)

2)|Fj)

4
− σ2

j

while ex-ante gross payoffs, defined as in the general model, are:

−Eω

[
(ωj − ωi)

2

2
+ σ2

i

]
for player i and − Eω

[
(ωj − ωi)

2)

4
+ σ2

j

]
for player j.

Consider two information structures F and F̂. Let

∆i ≡ Vi

(
F̂i;Fi ,Fj

)
− Vi

(
Fi;Fi ,Fj

)

and
∆̂i ≡ Vi

(
F̂i; F̂i , F̂j

)
− Vi

(
Fi; F̂i , F̂j

)
.

Case 1 : F1 ⊆ F̂1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F̂2

∆2 = E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
1

2

[
(ω1 − ω̂2)

2 − (ω1 − ω2)
2
]]

= E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
(ω̂2 − ω2)

2

2

]

∆̂2 = E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
1

2

[
(ω̂1 − ω̂2)

2 − (ω̂1 − ω2)
2
]]

∆̂2 −∆2 = 0

Intuitively, the coordination ability is the same for player 2 regardless of whether his infor-
mation structure is F2 or F̂2. The only gain from being better informed comes from a better
adjustment to the state of nature and is independent of player 1’s information structure.

∆1 = E

[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 −
1

4

[
(ω1 + ω2 − 2ω̂1)

2 − (ω1 − ω2)
2
]]

= E
[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1

]

∆̂1 = E

[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 −
1

4

[
(ω̂1 − ω̂2)

2 − (ω̂1 + ω̂2 − 2ω1)
2
]]

= E
[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 + (ω̂1 − ω1)
2
]

∆̂1 −∆1 = E(ω1 − ω̂1)
2
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Case 2: F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F̂1 ⊆ F̂2

∆2 = E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
(ω̂2 − ω2)

2

2

]

∆̂2 = E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
1

2

[
(ω̂2 − ω̂1)

2 − 2(ω2 − ω̂1)
2
]]

∆̂2 −∆2 =
3

2
E(ω2 − ω̂1)

2

∆1 = E

[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 +
1

4
(ω1 − ω2)

2 −
1

2

(
ω̂1 −

ω̂1 + ω2

2

)2
]

∆̂1 = E
[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1

]
+ E (ω̂1 − ω1)

2

∆̂1 −∆1 =
3

4
E (ω1 − ω2)

2 +
1

2
E

(
ω̂1 −

ω1 + ω2

2

)2

+ E (ω̂1 − ω2)
2

Case 3: F1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ F̂2 ⊆ F̂1

∆2 = E

[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 −
(ω̂2 − ω2)

2

2

]

∆̂2 = E
[
σ2
2 − σ̂2

2 + (ω̂2 − ω2)
2
]

∆̂2 −∆2 =
3

2
E (ω̂2 − ω2)

2

∆1 = E

[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 +
1

4
(ω1 − ω2)

2 −
1

2

(
ω̂1 −

ω1 + ω2

2

)2
]

∆̂1 = E

[
σ2
1 − σ̂2

1 + (ω1 − ω̂2)
2 −

1

2
(ω̂1 − ω̂2)

2

]

∆̂1 −∆1 = E (ω̂2 − ω2)
2 +

3

4
E (ω2 − ω1)

2 +
1

2
E

(
ω̂2 −

ω1 + ω2

2
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